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World class design. Global esprit. 

The FGP collection of site furniture and LED lighting from Milan-

based designer Francisco Gomez Paz combines high design 

for international applications with regional customization using 

locally sourced woods. The five elements in the cast aluminum 

collection share a fluid simplicity that is visually elegant and light. 

The FGP Bench 

The subtle concave curves of structural frames give the bench 

a soft appearance, making it a welcoming meeting place in the 

park or on the street. 



The FGP LED Pedestrian and Path Lights are shaped by three 

stems that rise from the connection with the pole, forming a  

gently curved head. Both lights hold LEDs in triangular arrays that 

cast illumination between the stems in a clean circular footprint.  

The path light assists in wayfinding. The pedestrian light provides 

vertical illumination, making it possible to combine integrated FGP 

elements to create consistently beautiful public spaces that are  

usable 24 hours a day.   



The FGP Litter and Bike Rack  

The FGP litter echoes the bench’s organic shapes in its frame and 

linear wood slats on its sides. The FGP bike rack has an expressive 

form that cleverly traces the outline of a bicycle frame. The rack is 

affixed to the ground at a single point, making it easy to install. Like 

all elements in the FGP collection, parts come together in carefully 

articulated connections with minimized or hidden fasteners. And like 

the bench and litter, the cast aluminum bike frame has a handsome 

and durable silver/grey anodized finish.  
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